Liechti Powerful Solutions

**Machine inspection**

**Increased uptime = increased productivity**

For this reason, we offer a machine inspection, done by a highly experienced Liechti field service engineer.

**Within three working days, we check your machine’s condition.**
- General machine condition
  - Inspection of the machine axis geometry
  - Check the condition of rails, ball screws, covers and auxiliary devices
  - Inspection of the milling spindle bearings
  - New zero-point setup of all machine axes (optional)
- Knowing the machine’s exact condition allows you to plan eventual service interventions
- Possibility to avoid breakdowns
- Plan scheduled machine downtimes and avoid bottlenecks in production

Based on the detailed machine condition report that you receive from us, we create a plan together with you to ensure your machine reaches maximum profitability.

**Please contact us for more information!**